“Easter?”
“What Passover Is Not!”
Let’s start off with some unlearning! We often need to unlearn old behaviors
and ways in order to make room for new behaviors and ways to be learned.
Just like in getting our hearts right with God, we often need to remove the
sin and bad habits, so we can learn His ways and be filled with His Spirit.
It’s really quite simple – before you can fill the closet with nothing but good
clothes you need to empty it of the old clothes. Before you can fill your heart
and mind with the things of God, we first need to empty it of the things of
this world. Like the traditions of man! So let’s unlearn some false
knowledge we’ve been filling our minds and our children’s minds with.
Let’s talk about Easter and what Passover is not!
Passover is not Easter! Easter is the devils scheme to get us sidetracked off
of the Lords ancient path. The devil always imitates the Lord, but the real
deal is always so much better! Easter is not of Christian origin. It comes
from the word Astarte which means the Chaldean goddess, or the queen
of heaven, or the goddess of fertility. It can be traced all the way back to
Semiramis the mother and wife of Nimrod, the son of Cush. I think that
all false gods can be traced back to the tower of Babel, they have different
names in different cultures, but that is because God confused the languages
and so 27 different names for one thing emerged out of that chaos (The
Unveiling by Keith Harris pages 41-44)! The idol for female diety in the
bible referred to as Ashtereth is one in the same as Easter (I Kings 11:33).
Since Ancient times pagans worshipped rabbits and eggs as symbols of
fertility, sex, and new life. Easter was instituted into Christianity in 365 A.D.
by Constantine who hated Jews and wanted to replace Passover. It’s the
devils scheme to try and pollute Christianity by mixing paganism, idol
worship of false gods, or traditions of men with the worship of Yeshua
Hamashiach – the one true living God!
In Acts 12:4 Pascha = In the KJV Passover is mistranslated Easter according
to Vines dictionary.

